Dragon Husband
Chapter 1543 Song Hanyu is back!
This bloody arrow is coming very fiercely, if it hits an ordinary person, it will also make a hole in the
body!
After Song Hanyu spit out this bloody arrow, his face was obviously better.
However, she was still not fully recovered, and could only lean against the head of the bed, breathing
faintly.
Wiliam was not in a hurry, he held his breath and looked at the Long Live Demon Lotus in his body.
The Long Live Demon Lotus was frantically devouring the golden liquid condensed from the cold water
and cold gold at this moment, and Wiliam clearly felt the Long Live Demon Lotus constantly emitting a
feeling of joy.
It seems that the devouring of cold water and cold gold is a wonderful thing for Long live Demon
Lotus.
And let the Long Live Demon Lotus, who is an extraordinary magic weapon at this moment, show such
a sense of pleasure, indicating that Jian Shui Han Jin is definitely not a mortal thing.
This is also an opportunity for Long Live Demon Lotus.
After about half an hour, Song Hanyu’s breath gradually calmed down.
She opened her eyes slowly, and the first sentence was to ask: “Wiliam, didn’t you hurt you just now?”
Wiliam smiled and shook his head, “Nothing.”
Song Hanyu then relaxed, and then asked in a timid tone: “Then the cold water and cold gold on my
body, you helped me suppress it? How long can it last? How long can I live? My current state Can you
keep it?”
This series of questions fully demonstrated Song Hanyu’s inner fear and anxiety.
She was really afraid of being tortured by Jian Shui Hanjin.
Wiliam smiled even more, apparently Song Hanyu didn’t know what had happened to his body just
now.
“Aunt Song, these questions don’t need me to answer you at all, you can answer them yourself.”
Wiliam said with a smile.
“I can answer by myself? What do you mean?” Song Hanyu didn’t have the consciousness to check her
body at all. She just instinctively believed in Wiliam, and was content to hear a not too bad answer
from him.

“Check your body first, you will be pleasantly surprised.” Wiliam didn’t sell it anymore.
Song Hanyu’s eyes were blank, but he still followed Wiliam’s words.
But at this inspection, Song Hanyu was stupid!
As if she couldn’t believe it at all, she pinched her cheek directly.
It wasn’t until there was real pain in her face that she widened her eyes and looked at Wiliam in
disbelief.
“Wiliam! This! This!” Song Hanyu became incoherent.
Song Hanyu had no hope at all.
She checked her body at random, and the first thing she discovered was that the blood flow was
thousands of times smoother than before!
Before that, there was the barrier of Jian Shui Han Jin, and her blood was very thick and flowing like a
swamp.
But now, the blood is running like a big river, surging vast!
It seems that because of the suppression of these years, the blood is boiling and burning!
Where did Jian Shui Hanjin go!
She hurried to check the whereabouts of Jian Shui Hanjin.
It turned out that Jian Shui Hanjin was not in her body at all.
Song Hanyu’s original intention was that Wiliamyou had a way to suppress Han Shui Hanjin.
But he couldn’t expect to be killed, Wiliam solved the problem in one step!
Pull out Hu Shui Han Jin directly!
This is something that even one of the nine immortal prisons has not been able to do in these years!
Wiliam did it!
Song Hanyu’s eyes widened, wanting to continue to tell this terrifying and surprising fact from
Wiliam’s mouth.
Wiliam nodded, “You guessed it wrong, I removed Jian Shui Hanjin. I said before that the last time I
checked for you, I was not sure about it. I was afraid that your injury would get worse, so I didn’t have
any action.”
“This time my magic weapon is fortunate to be sublimated. I have the confidence of Bike to get rid of
all the cold water and cold gold in your body, Aunt Song, from now on, you don’t have to suffer from
the cold water and cold gold anymore.”
Wiliam’s voice was calm, as if to say something trivial.

But to Song Hanyu, it sounds like a celestial voice, and it sounds extremely beautiful!
She still stared at Wiliam with the shock on her face!
The Wiliam in front of her gave her too many surprises!
He is like a river of abyss, the longer he stares, the easier he will be attracted!
From the beginning, when Liu Yuntian asked her to take care of Wiliam, she didn’t take it seriously.
Simply relying on a kind heart to say a few more good things for Wiliam.
He didn’t do anything substantive for him.
But what is the feedback?
It was she who got the magic weapon Zishuang.
It was her tortured for several years, and even the genius doctors were helpless, the Jian Shui Hanjin
was removed all at once!
Surprise more than once!
Before Wiliam told her that he was a healer, Song Hanyu didn’t care about it at all.
Unexpectedly!
This kid’s medical achievements are so terrifying!
The water is cold and golden!
The water is cold and golden!
Song Hanyu didn’t even have time to say thanks, so he was immersed in this boundless surprise.
It’s been a long time since she felt the freedom and ease of the body.
Wiliam didn’t speak, but looked at Song Hanyu silently.
She is also a poor woman.
It took a few minutes before Song Hanyu recovered and said excitedly to Wiliam: “Wiliam, thank you. I
really don’t know how to repay you.”
It was said that Song Hanyu was taking care of Wiliam, but in these days, hasn’t Wiliam been helping
her.
And it’s a great help.
Wiliam waved his hand and said, “You are welcome, Aunt Song, don’t you try your internal strength?”
When Wiliam said so, Song Hanyu was stunned again.

Then, a burst of ecstasy hit my heart again!
Yes!
She happily forgot the most important thing!
If Jian Shui Han Jin is uprooted, does that mean it!
Her realm can be restored to its peak state again!
Thinking of this, her body began to tremble uncontrollably!
What makes people feel more ecstatic than the removal of the cold water and cold gold is the
restoration of the realm!
This is the source of her desire for years, even years of humbleness!
Song Hanyu didn’t speak, and immediately settled down.
Wiliam only felt a burst of majestic internal force gushing out of Song Hanyu’s body!
And it seemed that it was too long to have all the strength to do it, and Song Hanyu couldn’t control
this kind of strength for a while!
“boom!”
The whole room shook suddenly, and instantly shattered!
That vast internal force rushed to the sky, and then slowly dissipated!
Such movement naturally shocked the people around.
Song Hanyu had no control at all.
She slowly opened her eyes!
In his eyes, Wiliam had never seen a kind of suspense and cold arrogance!
She seemed to hide the whole country in her eyes, so powerful that she was suffocating!
The pinnacle of the innate secret realm!
Song Hanyu’s cold and arrogant eyes gradually softened.
She looked at Wiliam, her tone also changed uncontrollably.
She got up and knelt down towards Wiliam.
“Wiliam, thank you for your great grace!”
“I, Song Hanyu, are back!”

